Climate Dialogues handout: Communicating with the Public About Climate Change
a) What People Believe About Climate Change / Arguing Over Climate Change

Only 13% of Americans realize that over 90% of all climate
scientists believe human caused global warming is happening
(it’s 97%) source of poll data: Yale & George Mason Universities

********************************************
Excerpts from Feb 2018 Scientific American article “The Tribalism
of Truth” regarding “arguing to learn” vs. “arguing to win”…

b) Using the Psychology of Climate Change Communication

Climate Dialogues handout: Economics
a) Jobs

trends: jobs in solar & wind are growing; oil & gas trend is flat; coal jobs are declining

b) Putting a Price on Carbon
NOTES ON A CARBON DIVIDENDS PLAN
Climate Leadership Council led by prominent Republicans (Jim Baker, George Shultz, etc) (see www.clcouncil.org) argues:
1) An initial $40 per ton tax on carbon emitted in burning fossil fuels would bring in ~$200 billion / year to be shared equally by all Americans.
The Climate Leadership Council says “Families of four would see an average annual payout of $2000” by the Soc. Security Admn. The tax would
slowly rise. A border adjustment tax would hike prices on imports from countries that don’t impose carbon taxes--giving them incentives to do so.
2) The carbon tax factors environmental costs into prices. So prices of gasoline, non-renewable derived home heating fuels / electricity, etc. will
rise. Rebates will offset increases—but 70% of Americans with lower incomes come out ahead since the wealthy tend to pollute more. Pricier
fossil fuel will spur innovation, promote renewable energy, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and help us meet Paris climate pact goals.
3) The CLC says “Polls reveal 64% of Americans favor this plan, including 54% of conservative Republicans. The popularity of dividends is
crucial not only to the initial passage of carbon taxes, but also to ensure ongoing support for gradually increasing the carbon tax rate.”

c) Putting a Price on USA Extreme Weather Events / Climate Change Impacts
Beyond putting a price on carbon, some argue
that the fossil fuel industry should pay for the
extreme weather damage their carbon emissions
cause…Consier excerpts from Sierra magazine
May 2018 “The Case for Climate Reparations":
[In late October 2017]… the U.S. Government
Accounting Office released a report stating that
during the last decade the

